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Assumptions

‘One cannot teach a man anything.

One can only enable him to learn from within himself’

Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)



COACHING MODELS

◦ Provide a framework for us to have constructive conversations with clients

◦ We work together within a contractual arrangement (boundaries)

◦ Focussed on a goal

◦ Enable us to review that we are meeting the needs of the client

◦ Coach has to be on the side of the client; to like them and to want them to succeed

◦ Learning experience for both: the coach should be using emotion fluently and 

teaching the client to do so

◦ Responsible for enabling the client to act, change behaviour and discover or uncover 

the answers and solutions to their problems



The GROW Model

GOAL

•Agree topic 

•Agree specific 

objective for session

•Describe long term 

aim

REALITY

•Assess the situation

•Offer/ask specific 

examples of feedback

•Check assumptions

•Focus on relevant 

experience

WRAP-UP (or WILL)

•Commit to action

•Identify possible obstacles

•Make steps specific, with dates

•Agree support

OPTIONS

•Reframing and 

linking strengths

•What are other 

options?

•Ensure choices 

are made



GROW questions

GOALS REALITY OPTIONS WILL

What do you want 

to achieve?

How will you know 

that you have 

achieved it?

What is important to 

you about this goal?

What are you 

currently finding 

challenging?

What is the current

situation?

What action have 

you taken on this so 

far?

In what way does 

this relate to your 

goal?

What are the 

options?

What if you had 

more time, money, 

right connections?

Where can you 

access information 

about possible 

options?

What are you going 

to do next?

What barriers might 

stop you doing this?

Where will you go for 

help to overcome 

those barriers?

What support do 

you need to 

achieve your goal?



Emergency Coaching Model

1.  Problem

Client

Others

Situation

2.  Ideal Outcome

3.  What worked 

before?

4.  Blocks

5.  Ideas storm

From ‘The Tao of Coaching’

Max Landsberg



Problem and Solutions Focused 
Questioning 
Problems focus Solutions focus

Why didn’t you get that job? What do you need to do next 

time in order to get that job?

Why did this happen? What do you want to achieve 

here?

Why do you think you are not 

good at this?

How can you develop strength 

in this area?

Why did you do that? What do you want to do next?



S H I N E
S – SINGLE out the problem

H – HAVE a goal

I  – IDENTIFY a possible solution

N – NEGOTIATE and act upon the chosen solution

E – ENGAGE in reflection



OSKAR Outcome

Scaling

Know-How
Affirm

Action

Review

Moving from problems
to solutions

Mark McKergow and 

Paul Z Jackson

2000



Outcome

◦What the client wants to achieve short or long term/from the session

◦How they will know when they have achieved it (what it will look 
like/perfect scenario)

Scaling

◦On a scale of 0 to 10 where the client is at this moment 

Know-How

◦What skills, experience, support, networks etc are in place to help 
towards the goal?

◦What resources do you have to help you?

Affirm and Action



Accentuate the Positive

Appreciation I really appreciate you taking time to prepare your CV and 

bring it to the session today

Validation I can see that you have given this a lot of thought and 

attention

Recognition Its clear you are very talented in IT skills

Affirmation I think that you should be very proud of your achievement

Confirmation It is great that you are looking at other career paths; these 

ideas really suit your skills and natural qualities

Thinking Thank you for taking time to prepare for this meeting and think 

about what you really want to do next



Affirm and Action

◦Reflecting back or reframing to show what the client has already 
achieved

◦Helping the client to determine the action they are going to take next

Review 

◦What is better?  What do you think you will change next? What did 
you do to make that change successful?

Used at end of session or start of next session



FACTS Feedback

Accountability

Zone of 
Uncomfortable 

Debate
Challenge

Systems 
ThinkingTension

© John Blakey and Ian Day,

‘Where were all the coaches 

When the banks went down?’

2009



FACTS
Feedback Challenging feedback that informs and inspires 

balanced with constructive language regarding 

mistakes and failures

Accountability Ensuring the client is accountable for commitments 

without blame or shame.  Accountability to 

themselves, their family, community, organisation, etc.

Challenge Courageous goals – moving the client from their 
comfort zone

Tension Where the coach takes the client to a place of 

tension and supports them to change their thinking

Systems Thinking What is the big picture impact of a decision? Ethics, 

sustainability, values



Thank you

rachel@rachelmallows.com


